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The Fifth Annual Jane Austen Fancy Dress Tea Party was held about a month ago. As usual it
consisted of good friends, good conversation and lots of food. In fact I think I broke my record
for food provided to a known number of people.  

Macaroons on the cookling rack.

I also, somehow, only really took pictures of the food. In the course of the whole party I took two
very bad (and I won't be posting them) pictures of my guests. We did get Rob to take a group
shot of us but since I know a few of the ladies attending would rather they weren't all over the
internet I won't be posting that either (it's for the scrapbook).

Favours for my guests: pincushions with a pinch of lavander in the filling.

There were six of us at the party this year and everyone looked beautiful. Pink and white
seemed to be our theme. Not only did we have lots of pretty dresses, we also had some pretty
fantastic hair-dos (not me - I was still putting food together when the others were arriving); curls
and ribbons and everything - so cute!

Ambrosia salad, ribbon sandwiches, and cucumber, radish & mango salad.

Here's the menu for this year:
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Murchie&#39;s  Afternoon Blend Tea
Pink Lemonade (very popular - it was a hot day)

Cucumber Sandwiches
Ribbon Sandwiches (I use dark rye bread and pink salmon cream cheese)
SouleMama&#39;s Ambrosia Salad  (adjusted to Canadian canned goods sizes)
Cucumber, Radish, &amp; Mango Salad  (Martha Stewart Living, May 2010)
Devilled Eggs (plain and Dill and Caper )

Almond Macaroons  (I didn't bother with the filling.)
Cherry-Almond Tea Cakes
Thimble Cookies (The All New Purity Cookbook)
Old Fashioned Sugar Cookies
Ohio Lemon Pie (The Joy of Cooking)

Wow ... even looking at that list now I feel stuffed. I took a lot of leftover goodies into work on
Monday for my office mates to finish off.

Thimble cookies, sugar cookies, and devilled eggs.

Most of the recipes are tried and true but two were new to me this year. The first was the
Cherry-Almond Tea Cakes. The recipe is in a cookbook I got for Christmas and I've been
waiting ever since for cherries to be in season so I could make these pretty little cakes. They
look so special and taste really good. I nearly messed them up completely when I was baking.
Somehow I forgot to add the flour. I was trying to set the cherries into the batter in the muffin
tins and thinking it seemed runnier than I was expecting when I finally realized what had
happened. I scraped all the batter back into the bowl, stirred in the flour and they came out fine
(and the cherries didn't fall over).

Tiny cherry-almond tea cakes and almond macaroons.

The second all new recipe seems to be just about foolproof. Ohio Lemon Pie is on the same
page as Key Lime Pie in my copy of The Joy of Cooking. I've looked at it whenever I've made
Key Lime Pie and thought it sounded interesting. I was thinking of making Lemon Meringue Pie
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http://www.murchies.com/index.html
http://www.smallmagazine.net/index.asp?issue=5&amp;page=16
http://www.marthastewart.com/recipe/mango-and-radish-salad-with-lime-dressing
http://www.thimble.ca/?p=1469
http://www.marthastewart.com/recipe/french-almond-macaroons
http://www.marthastewart.com/recipe/tiny-cherry-and-almond-tea-cakes
http://www.marthastewart.com/recipe/old-fashioned-sugar-cookies
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for the party but when I read through the recipe it sounded a little too easy to mess up when I
was on a schedule. Ohio Lemon Pie involves slicing lemons (the recipes I've found online seem
to leave the peel on but the Joy of
Cooking
version has you cut it off) and letting them sit in sugar over night; the next day you add eggs,
pour the lot into a pastry shell and shove it in the oven.

Ohio Lemon Pie

The pie wasn't as tart as I was hoping but it was easy and came out beautifully. It was really
good well chilled and especially with a dollop of sweet whipped cream on the side. Next time I
make it I might try cutting down the sugar or adding another lemon or using one of the online
recipes that leaves the peel on the lemons (the pith is bitter and might balance the sugar better).
I like the look of this one from the Smitten Kitchen .
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http://smittenkitchen.com/2008/04/shaker-lemon-pie/

